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Love your lifestyle all year around

When it comes to quality, there are no compromises. Our products are crafted using the best 
materials selected for their excellence in design & durability.QUALITY

There are so many reasons to love our louvres.  Our commitment 
to provide only the best in design and quality componentry mean 
our louvres are built to last.  Our state of the art design, with tailored 
automation mean outdoor entertaining need not be limited to seasonal 
conditions either.  Your safety and that of your loved ones, is important 
to us too.  No need to worry about harmful UV rays, our louvres 
have you covered.  An unexpected change in weather need not put a 
damper on things, with our innovative rain sensors we make sure that 
you can enjoy your lifestyle whatever the season. 

The crisp, sleek lines of our louvres will transform your home into a 
visual symphony, the height of style and sophistication for your home. 
NZ Louvres custom build to your requirements. Our team make it easy 
to select the solution that best fits your lifestyle, so you can rest in the 
knowledge that your outdoor solution will be the perfect fit for you and 
your loved ones.

All our louvres are expertly crafted right here in New Zealand, You can 
be sure that your NZ Louvre system will be designed using only the 
best materials and componentry and using environmentally sustainable 
business practice.  When you purchase our outdoor solutions, you can 
be assured you have made a decision that is best for your home, your 
friends and family, and the environment.  All that is left to do, is to love 
your lifestyle.

Bringing you the latest in automation

Maximise your outdoor living, all year round with NZ Louvres state of 
the art automation.

NZ Louvres make comfortable living easy, with specifically designed, 
built in rain detectors that sense even the slightest touch of rain; 
instantly closing the roofing system protecting you and your loved 
ones from the elements.

Our remote controls and rain sensors are standard with all our 
louvres so you can enjoy your NZ Louvres automation without 
having to pay a premium for it. However, if it’s a manual system you 
are after, we can take care of that too.  

Featuring built in rain detectors that 
sense even the slightest touch of rain; 
instantly closing the roofing system.



NZ Louvres are proud to carry the 
Ziptrak outdoor blind range.  The 
award winning track guided blind 
system is an ideal solution for vertical 
screening and works in perfectly with 
our open roof louvre systems.

Courtyards, patios, café’s and verandas 
have never looked so good or been so 
well protected with the addition of the 
premium blinds found within Ziptrak’s 
outdoor blind range.  

Our premium blinds have a spline 
down each side, slotting into specially 
designed side channels that work to keep blinds taut between pillars, ensuring 
protection from the elements year round. 

NZ Louvres Ziptrak outdoor blinds not only offer weather protection and durability but 
also enhance the style of any outdoor venue.

Our louvres systems aren’t just for your roof.  Our louvre systems can be applied to 
fixed louvre panels, operable louvre panels, window louvres, chimney cowls, gates, 
fencing, and privacy screens. 

Ziptrak premium outdoor blinds

Proudly New Zealand owned and 
operated, NZ Louvres are a team 
dedicated to providing you with the 
very best.

From the start we have been 
committed to ensuring that we 
never compromise on quality.  
So the decision to manufacture 
right here in New Zealand, 
where we could ensure the best 
componentry, innovation in design 
and do our bit for the environment 
we love,  was an easy one. 

While our lifestyle solutions are the 
height of design sophistication, we 
make sure that they keep you safe 
too. Protecting you and your loved 
ones from harmful UV rays while 
allowing you to enjoy the good 
kiwi lifestyle we know and love.  
Innovative and environmentally 
sustainable outdoor solutions of 
the highest quality, made right here 
in New Zealand for you so you can 
truly love your lifestyle.

What’s not 
to love?

Enhancing outdoor spaces

nzlouvres.co.nz



Proudly New Zealand owned and operated, NZ Louvres premium quality louvres are expertly designed and crafted for New 
Zealand’s outdoor environment with durable and quality materials you can count on. 

NZ Louvres provide you with the freedom to expand your living and entertaining area while offering protection from all the 
weather elements. Seek cool refuge from the sun in summer, or embrace the winter from the cozy retreat of your outdoor 
area. 

The team at NZ Louvres is dedicated to providing you and your loved ones with an exceptional lifestyle experience. Being New 
Zealand owned and operated you can rest assure that all our products are made right here in New Zealand.

NZ Louvres practice and enforce the highest of industry standards; 
we take pride in our responsibility to the environment. NZ Louvres 
sources local raw materials and components for all our builds that 
ensure we are as sustainable as possible. 

Manufacturing locally allows NZ Louvres the opportunity to source 
the very best suppliers for your build, whilst delivering a finished 
product that is environmentally responsible and second to none. 

Our main aluminium supplier is firmly committed to a long term 
environmental and sustainable future. Demonstrating sound 
environmental performance has acquired them the Enviro-Mark 
Diamond level certification and to recieve AS/NZS ISO 14001 
international certification for their environmental management 
systems.

They are the only aluminium extrusion business in New Zealand 
to operate a remelt casthouse allowing them to recycle scrap 
aluminium and provide better control of the composition of their 
products. 

Manufactured in New Zealand 
to the highest standard
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Looking out for our environment

You can assured that when you purchase from NZ Louvres you are making a 
responsible choice in the selection of your premium lifestyle product.SUSTAINABLE
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